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The terrestrial planets formed by accretion of a swarm of planetesimals. In the 
earliest stage, the swarm was uniform on spatial scales over which bodies could interact by 
collisions and gravitational perturbations; under such conditions "particle in a box" 
simulations of accretion (1, 2) are valid. Later, the swarm became inhomogeneous as an 
inevitable outcome of the growth of a small number of large planetary embryos. Spatially 
resolved calculations are needed to model this stage of accretion, and to provide "initial" 
conditions for N-body simulations of the final stage of accretion (3). 

We used the multizone accretion code descnied in (4) to model collisional and 
orbital evolution of a swarm of planetesimals in the terrestrial region. The code has been 
modified to allow nonzero collision probabilities for orbits that do not cross, but approach 
within a multiple (here taken as 243) of the mutual Hill sphere radius. Bodies larger than 
2xlOZ4g (dia = 1000 km) are treated as discrete, in individual Keplerian orbits, interacting 
with the continuum background of small bodies. Discrete bodies can collide with each other, 
and their semimajor axes evolve due to collisions and gravitational encounters. Viscous 
stirring and dynamical friction are modeled from (5). Following Wetherill's discussion of 
conservation of the Jacobi parameter (2) ,  we assume that the viscous stirring by the largest 
body encountered by a planetesimal is no more effective than that due to the second largest 
body it encounters. Stirring by distant encounters (non-crossing orbits) (6) is not limited in 
this way. Following Ida (7), dynamical friction is ineffective for very low relative velocities 
and non-crossing orbits. 

The simulations shown here are for a region from 0.8 to 1.1 AU, comprising 30 zones 
of width 0.01 AU, with a total swarm mass of 1.45 Me. Fig. 1 shows the distributions of size 
and eccentricity after 105y for the nominal case; this is the first such simulation to include 
distant perturbations. After an initial "runaway," growth slows down after a few 109, as g's 
increase monotonically. The overall distributions are nearly uniform in a with bodies of a 
few times 102'g emerging by stochastic growth, spaced a few times 0.01 AU. 

Fig. 2 shows a run for the same conditions, but with distant perturbations suppressed. 
Initial growth is similar to the first case, though slightly faster due to lower relative 
velocities. After runaway growth opens a gap in the size distriiution between the largest 
bodies and the continuum, the large bodies are so widely spaced that a typical small body 
crosses the orbit of only one large one, or none. The second largest body may be 2-3 orders 
of magnitude smaller, so the largest bodies are very ineffective stirrers. Depletion of the 
smaller bodies reduces the viscous stirring rate; collisions and gas drag cause eccentricities 
to decrease. The zones with the largest bodies tend to have lower e's than the rest of the 
swarm. A second (nonphysical) "runaway" occurs as the largest body in a zone sweeps up 
the remaining small ones in its vicinity. 

It has been shown that in a uniform swarm, viscous stirring by bodies in crossing 
orbits is more important than perturbations by distant bodies (6, 7). However, in the later 
stage of accretion, after large bodies with non-crossing orbits emerge, distant perturbations 
become dominant, and cannot be neglected. Distant perturbations should prevent 
"dynamical isolation" of planetary embryos and allow their growth to continue. 
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Fig. 1. Distnibutions of size and eccentricity at model time 105y, for the case with 
gravitational stirring by both viscous stirring (crossing orbits) and distant perturbations (non- 
crossing orbits.) 
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Fig. 2. Same, for the case with no stirring by distant perturbations. 
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